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ABSTRACT
Web-based services are an important business area. For usability
and cost-effectiveness these services require users to rely only on
standard browsers. A representative class of such applications, currently in the focus of many industrial players, is Federated Identity
Management (FIM). In this context we are facing challenging problems: on the one hand, the security of the existing FIM protocols
(including Microsoft Passport, OASIS SAML, and Liberty) is not
yet based on rigorous proofs and has been challenged by several
analyses. On the other hand, the existing formal security models and proof methods cannot be applied to browser-based protocols in a straightforward manner since they only consider protocolaware principals: they assume that the involved principals behave
according to the specification of the security protocol unless they
are corrupted. Web browsers, in contrast, have predefined features
and are unaware of the protocol they are involved in. Based on a
generic framework for security proofs of browser-based protocols,
we model an important FIM protocol, the WS-Federation Passive
Requestor Interop profile. We rigorously prove that the protocol
provides authenticity and secure channel establishment in a realistic trust scenario. This constitutes the first rigorous security proof
for a browser-based identity federation protocol.
Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.0 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: General–Security and protection;
K.4.4 [Computers and Society]: Electronic Commerce–Security
General Terms: Security, Theory, Standardization, Verification
Keywords: Web service security, identity federation, single
signon, web browser, WS-Federation Passive Requestor profile,
WSFPI, security proof of protocols

1.

INTRODUCTION

Identity federation is a new technology aiming at linking a user’s
otherwise distinct identities at several locations. Industry is pursuing the realization of identity federation because this technology
promises to strongly reduce user management costs, e.g., the cost
of password helpdesks and user registrations as well as deletions.
Hence, industry developed several frameworks realizing in partic-
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ular multi-party authentication protocols for the current generation
of access control and user management products. A major factor
for the success of identity federation protocols is that they are costefficient to deploy and offer an easy entry point to this technology.
The optimal answer to this demand are protocols that do not require the deployment of special client software and, therefore, are
zero-footprint. Protocols only relying on a standard web browser
fulfill this requirement with bravura. Thus, browser-based protocols are a crucial cornerstone of industrial proposals and expected
to be widely used in the near future.
Related Work. Several concrete and complex browser-based FIM
protocols were proposed, starting with Microsoft Passport [21].
The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [23] is the first
open standard in this area and the basis for the Liberty Alliance
Project [18]. WS-Federation [15] is a proposal linking the Web Services world and the browser world with a joint identity-federation
basis for both client types, where the Passive Requestor Profile [16]
focuses on the zero-footprint browser case. SAML, Liberty and
WS-Federation each propose a browser-based authentication protocol that leverages HTML form POSTs to transfer data. This socalled Browser/POST protocol type aims at establishing a mutually
authenticated secure channel with a user.
Research was done on several of the given proposals, where Microsoft Passport was analyzed first. The most detailed analysis of
its vulnerabilities [17] also describes some limitations that apply
to all browser-based protocols. Vulnerabilities were found in a
SAML profile [10] and in one of the original Liberty protocols,
the enabled-client protocol [27]. Browser-based identity federation
was also under discussion because of its privacy design principles
starting with [26] and affected by general discussions of browserbased authentication such as [7]. The research in this area, especially on WS-Federation, is complemented by the analysis of web
services security protocols, beginning with [9, 3]; however, this
work does not consider browser-based protocols.
So far, we only cited negative results, i.e., vulnerability analyses. Though removable security problems were repaired, it is still
desirable to devise security proofs to guarantee the security of the
protocols. The first approach at such a positive security result was
taken for the WS-Federation Passive Requestor Interop (WSFPI),
a Browser/POST profile of WS-Federation, in [11]. However, this
proof is built on top-down assumptions about the participating parties, i.e., assumptions made to suit the specific proof, in particular
the browser and user, and not on a detailed, reusable model of these
parties.
In spite of the focus put on browser-based identity federation by
industry and that the security goals of authentication and secure
channel establishment are well-studied, there are still no rigorous
security proofs for this area based upon a general security model.

We believe that browser-based protocols are differing from other
proposals in two ways: Firstly, they do not use traditional methods
for establishing a mutually authenticated secure channel. Secondly,
the standard web browser involved has special properties that are
not sufficiently considered by the security protocols under consideration.
Mutually Authenticated Secure Channels. Other security protocols typically establish a mutually authenticated secure channel
by performing a key exchange and using the exchanged key to secure the communication. A seminal paper was [22], later revised
by [19]. The security of key-exchange protocols was studied using formal methods and proof tools as well as cryptographic methods, where tool-supported proofs mostly were based upon abstractions of cryptographic primitives [5]. Cryptographic proofs of keyexchange and authentication protocols were initiated in [2]. Modeling secure channels by a comparison to ideal secure channels, a
technique that we will use for the underlying secure channels below, was introduced in [29, 25, 4]. As the traditional channel establishment is not of central interest here, we refer to the extended
version of this paper [13] for a broader overview.
Standard browsers, however, simply do not support most of these
key-exchange protocols for which security proofs exist in research.
The only exception is mutual authentication through establishing
SSL or TLS channels where the browser holds a client certificate.
However, this is not considered truly zero-footprint, as users have
to install a client certificate in their browser. Also, the clientauthentication is bound to the browser itself and not to the user
who is actually browsing. Therefore, browser-based protocols usually only leverage server-authenticated secure channels provided
by SSL or TLS and establish client authentication by other means.
Hence, browser-based protocols are different from all protocols for
which prior security proofs exist.
Browser as Protocol-Unaware Principal. A web browser is a
party with its own predefined behavior that impacts the security of
the protocols executed across it. In usual security protocols, principals are assumed to execute precisely the security protocol under
consideration (unless they are corrupted). A browser, in contrast,
reacts on a number of predefined messages, adds information to responses automatically, and stores certain information such as histories in places which cannot always be assumed secure.
All this means that a detailed and rigorous browser model is a
prerequisite for convincing security proofs of browser-based protocols. Such a model has been proposed in [12]. Given this model,
one has to assume that a real browser does not perform additional
actions, because it seems that for most security protocols arbitrary
additional actions could destroy the security.
Our Contribution. As we have seen, there is no security proof
of a browser-based FIM protocol yet that is based on a general,
reusable browser model, neither with cryptographic techniques nor
with formal-methods techniques. In this paper we close this gap.
We chose the WSFPI protocol defined in [11] as a strict instantiation of the WS-Federation Passive Requestor Interop scenario [14].
Given the browser model, and the associated user and channel models, the main difficulty lies in the complexity of these protocol participants. Compared with typical protocol-specific principals they
have considerable state and react on a large number of messages in
a rather asynchronous manner, i.e., not only linearly according to a
protocol flow.
Organization. We firstly give an overview of the WSFPI protocol in Section 2. After some notation in Section 3, we describe
the machines of the generic browser framework that we leverage
for the security proof in Section 4. We complement these protocol-
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Figure 1: WSFPI protocol with abstract parameters. Steps
with uninterrupted lines are actually specified in the protocol.
The gray boxes denote secure channels.
unaware machines with two machines specific for WSFPI, the identity supplier and the identity consumer in Section 5. In Section 6,
we describe the protocol setup, the assumptions of WSFPI and the
authenticity theorem. Section 7 contains the full proof.

2. OVERVIEW OF WSFPI
In this section, we survey the WSFPI protocol [11], which is a
strict instantiation of the interop scenario from [14]. Figure 1 shows
the message flow of WSFPI when no error occurs.
Principals. Originally, WSFPI is a three-party authentication protocol, where a identity supplier provides a security token (in other
terminologies a credential or ticket) of a client to another server,
called identity consumer  . However, we consider the client of
the protocol as two distinguished principals, the user  and its
browser  . This distinction stems from the different roles of 
and  in the protocol and corresponds to the analysis of [28, 12]:
a browser acts as a protocol-unaware party, whereas  supervises
the browser-based protocols and knows the real user’s trust relationships and identity information. Thus, browser
 communicates

on behalf of user  with identity supplier and identity consumer
 . Ultimately, user  wants to sign
 in at identity consumer  using WSFPI. The identity supplier authenticates  and confirms
its identity to identity consumer  by means of a signed SAML
assertion.
Message Parameters.  is the designated URI of  for accepting security tokens
in WSFPI protocol runs. At   , the

identity supplier authenticates users of WSFPI and issues security tokens.  The string  is the identity of a user  in the user
database of . The parameter  names the constant protocol action and version {p9Ly . The parameter - >y¡£¢ names the
security realm of  under which the WSFPI protocol is executed; it
should
equal  . With  ¥¤¦¡£§ ,  may specify a URI to which

should redirect the browser after issuing a security token for the
user. The reply address  ¥¤¦¡£§ must be within - >y¡£¢ . The identity consumer  can transport information through the WSFPI protocol run by the opaque context
 parameter ¨©6ª . The security token issued by identity supplier is contained in parameter  {« ¬¡£ .
The information flow of this token is crucial: if the adversary gets
hold of it, the protocol security is broken.
Protocol Flow. Steps 1 and 10 show that user  is assumed to
browse at identity consumer  before the protocol and to get some
application-level response after the protocol, but they are not actually standardized. Steps 4-5 redirect the browser  to , the unspec-



ified Step 5.1 authenticates the user to , and Steps 6-7 essentially
redirect
 back to  with a SAML assertion signed under the name

of in parameter  {« ¬¡£ .
The figure contains all the exchanged top-level parameters with
their original names. In addition, the most important elements
of  {« ¬¡£ are shown. For simplicity, we have omitted the time
stamps in  {« ¬¡£ and the corresponding verifications because they
are not necessary for the authenticity property that we show. This
may be added in the future. In both abstract messages, Redirect and
POSTForm, the first parameter in the figure is the address and the
second parameter the payload, here a list of the protocol parameters. Square brackets mean that parameters are optional. The “End
of redirect” message gets its parameters from the Redirect message,
and the POST message gets them from the payload of the message
denoted POSTForm. For this the POSTForm, typically including a
script, triggers the browser or user to POST the message described.

3.

NOTATION

We use the same notation as [12]. For brevity we do not define
the notation in full formality, but only introduce particular constructions and refer to the browser model [12] for further details. ²±
We use± a straight font for ©®
¯
±»º s¯>°L± ¯ , including ©± ®s¯>°L¯
and ³µ´L¶  , ·s¸LY{¯{® , and ¶y¹ f»°¯  , where ³µ´L¶  are predefined constant sets. We denote the set of URL host names, including protocol names such as “https”, by ¼¾½¿À®ys¯ , and the
set of URL host and path names by ¼¾½¿À®ys¯»Á²°¯©Â . We write an
address pY Ã ¼¾½¿À®ys¯»Á²°¯©Â as a pair ÄsÅÆY« ©Ç¤YhÅ¦È of a host
name ÅÆY«  Ã ¼¾½¿À®ys¯ and a path. The functions Â®ys¯ and
¶Y°¯©Â extract these two parts from an address. By ÅÆY« ÊÉ ÅÆY« Ë
we denote that ÅÆY«  lies under the address ÅÆY« Ë as defined± for
Ð£Ñ
URLs,
Ò ±
± e.g., ± Ì
±Ó 99ÍLÎÏ©®Î É 9ÍLÎÏ©®Î . The type ¾ÂY³µ´L¶
 Y¸L¹ Ç»9±  Y¸L¹
contains the channel types available. The function {¯´L¶ , defined on ¼¾½¿À®ys¯ and ¼¾½¿À®ys¯»Á²°¯©Â , extracts the
security type from an address by means of the HTTP protocol declaration (“http” versus “https”).
We represent our machines such as the browser model as I/O
automata, in other words finite-state machines with additional variables. This is a usual basis for specifying participants in distributed
protocols; the first specific use for security is in [20]. Specifically,
we use the automata model from [25]. The machine model deletes
volatile variables any final state.
Machines may have multiple fixed connections to other machines organized by means of input and output ports, where input
ports are denoted by yÔ and output ports by LÕ . The machine model
connects input and output ports yÔ and LÕ of same name Ö . A clock
port ×LÕ schedules the connection between simple ports yÔ and LÕ
with same name Ö , i.e., triggers the delivery of messages previously
sent through connection Ö .
We define the state transition function ØÚÙ of a machine Û using a notation analogous to UML state diagrams [24] (see Figure
2). A transition is an arrow from state Ü to ÜË with label
ÝßÞ
{à²á-âß¬²Y>äãhåyåLæ¨©-ÆYà , where Ü and ÜçË are the source and desÝßÞ
tination states,
{à² is a sequence of non-empty inputs to the inÝßÞ
put ports, âß¬²Y> is a predicate over the
{à² and the machine’s
current variable allocation è . éëê{ìíîYÖ specifies computations
and
ÝßÞ
outputs of the transition. We use typed inputs in
{à² s. If a machine obtains an input with another message type than specified it
ignores the input. All parameters in input messages are assigned to
volatile variables with the same names.
Machines may use a signature scheme and corresponding certificates. We write ïðËÏñ {LÄ¦Ç>ïòÈ ± for signing a message ï
under an identity  , and ÄµÇ>ïòÈóñ ¯ s¯»Ä-ï Ë È for verifying a received message and extracting an identity  and a payload ï . We

Ñ

denote failure by ÄµÇ>ïòÈ
Äô»Ç ô{È . The functions include all necessary exchange and verification of keys and certificates. ± We call
the function that looks up the name from a certificate Y°LÎ Ä¥È .

4. BROWSER FRAMEWORK
We briefly describe the framework for security analysis of
browser-based protocols introduced in [12]. This framework models generic protocol-unaware parties such as browser and user.
Figure 3 illustrates
the automata in the framework. The ma
chines  and depicted in a hatched pattern are specific to WSFPI
and described in Section 5; the other machines are generic for the
whole browser-based protocol class. The solid arrows depict direct
connections between two machines through which messaages are
transfered confidentially. All information flow to the adversary is
handled explicitly as imperfections; specifically all ports not connected to an honest machine are connected to the adversary. The
dashed arrows depict clock ports that schedule the corresponding
connections.
Machine  described in Section 4.1 models a web browser. It
involves all the capabilities of web browsers used in browser-based
security protocols and includes their typical messages and their imperfections such as information flow to other parties. Machine 
models the knowledge of a user and his or her capabilities to handle
initial user authentications. It also enforces constraints about a user
without which every browser-based protocol must fail, e.g., that
the user only accepts certificates that are compliant with its trust
relationships, or observes the channel status, especially step-downs
from secure to insecure channels. The user machine  is modeled
in detail in [12]; here we only
 stress that  stores the addresses of at
least one identity supplier
trusted by  and the login information

to authenticate± at .
Machine  »YÂY°L models the channel types used in browserbased protocols. The user interface between between the user
and browser±Yø is modelled by ±Ythe
ports ¸põYö÷yÔ and ¸p£÷öäÕ ; the
ø
ports YÂY°LL
9YÔ and YÂY°LL
®¸¯{Õ connect the channel machine
to other machines.

4.1 Browser Machine B
A web browser acts as the client in the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [6] and renders protocol state and payloads to its user.
A browser acts on behalf of one single user in a browsing session.
However, the browser may display multiple windows that render
different HTTP transactions in parallel. We omit the window management of the browser machine for brevity. A real browser accepts
inputs from the user specifying addresses to retrieve and renders
the content associated with such addresses, as well as the status of
the channel to the server and the identity of the server. The browser
also initiates dialogs with the user to negotiate changes of the channel state, verify a server’s authentication or request for user authentication. We model the interface towards a user such that the user
has the same information as in the real world. Thus, the interface
not only contains content and error messages, but also information
about the channel state and the address of the server. Normally the
browser always displays the server’s hostname. Yet this is a certified server identity only if secure channels are used.
In order to initiate an HTTP transaction, a web browser establishes a connection to a server specified by the address to access.
Having established a channel, the browser issues an HTTP request
to the server. Such a request specifies the resource that the browser
intends to retrieve, but may also contain additional data and parameters. The server evaluates the request and issues a response using
the same channel.
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Figure 2: Key to the state diagrams

HTTP response to the browser containing an HTML form with a
security token enhanced by an active script that directs to submit
this form to another server. This results in an HTTP POST request
issued by to a server specified in the form.
We first consider the server’s response
. An abstract
message
models a form containing
a script that will POST a message whose body encodes the abstract
to the address
. The parameters
and
model the connection and cache-response directives of
HTTP1.1, where
=
states that an HTTP no-cache
and no-store directive is explicitly set [6, Section 14.9]. In consequence of the
message the browser establishes a
channel to the address
and then sends
and
by a
message over that channel. The channel type is implied
. We specby the HTTP protocol name “http” or “https” in
ify such an abstract
message as follows:
.
contains the path to be retrieved. The
The parameter
is encoded in the body of the
. If the
message is
issued as result of a preceding
message, then
parameter of the
constitutes the body of the resulting
message. The parameter
contains the credentials of
a password-based user authentication, including the account name.
The parameter
is a list of name-value pairs. It models
that web browsers include additional data into the request and generate an information flow to the server, e.g., the preceding address
in the HTTP Referer tag. We explain the details of such information flow below.
Important Browser Variables.
We briefly discuss the variables that are most relevant for
Browser/POST protocols and for the proof of Browser/POST single sign-on protocols respectively.
The persistent variable
stores information about the preceding HTTP transaction of the
contains the changiven browser window. Its element
nel type, whereas
contains the address retrieved in the preceding HTTP transaction. The element
is of special interest in WSFPI, as it holds the structure of an HTML form together with hidden value fields already included in the form between two HTTP transactions. Thus, this variable holds the form
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Figure 3: System architecture for browser-based protocols, here for identity federation protocols.
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HTTP transactions may implement various functions. Clients
can retrieve data by a GET request, and send data by a POST request. Here, the POST request is most important, as Browser/POST
protocols use POST messages to transfer security tokens to servers.
Servers may not only deliver content but also direct the browser
to a behavior change by issuing executable scripts and error messages. We focus on HTTP responses with scripted form POST,
which direct the browser to another address of the server’s choice
and constitute the main message of WSFPI. The framework [12]
models major browser messages as abstract formats, however, we
focus on the subset of message and parameter types that is used in
the security-relevant core flow of WSFPI.
Handling of JavaScript. As all browser-based protocols must fail
if the browser is compromised, we consider the browser as an honest party. However, real browsers are able to execute arbitrary code
issued by other machines, e.g., by means of JavaScripts. As an
adversary can insert JavaScripts into messages transmitted over insecure channels, this may compromise the browser behavior. The
browser model [12] handles this fact by not modeling generic active content but only allowing scripted form posts1 , which are also
used in WSFPI. We briefly discuss why this approach is reasonable. Firstly, in a real browser JavaScript may indeed be deactivated. Then the user issues the submit command itself instead
leaving it to the JavaScript; thus the WSFPI protocol can still be
executed. Secondly, current real browsers are already capable of
filtering JavaScript commands syntactically. One may standardize
a white list of scripted post commands that may pass such filters,
whereas all other JavaScripts are not executed. Thirdly, specifically
for WSFPI the JavaScript is issued by a trusted party over a secure
channel (Step 6 in Figure 1). Therefore, more elaborate policies for
browser JavaScript handling may only accept JavaScript from such
parties.
Abstract Browser Messages. Browser/POST profiles mainly rely
on scripted form POSTs. We shortly define the corresponding abstract message types. In WSFPI the identity supplier issues an
Browser-based protocols use HTTP forms to transfer data from
one server to another by a method called scripted form POST. The
issuer of the data includes the data in hidden form fields of its
HTTP response and has the browser submit the form by means of
a JavaScript. Upon such a submit command the browser issues an
HTTP POST containing the data to the receiving server.
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. We depict this in Figure 4.

5. PROTOCOL MODEL




We describe the protocol-aware machines of the WFSPI identity
supplier and identity consumer that interact with the generic
machines for browser-based protocols, recall Figure 3.
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An identity supplier vouches for a user identity authenticated
by an initial password-based user authentication. We describe the
machine by its variables and its behavior. For the user authentication in Step 5.1 of WSFPI (see Figure 1), this machine uses the
user authentication machine of [12], proven to provide authenticity
for browser channels via password-based user authentication.
We describe the persistent variables of here shortly, the the extended version of this paper [13] contains an aditional overview.
Usually, these variables are set during the protocol setup, which we
discuss in Section 6.1. Firstly, contains a user database
,
which contains pairs of user identities and login information for the
initial password-based user authentication. Secondly, maintains a
database
of identity consumers that it knows. An entry of
consists of the URI
where the identity consumer
of names of attribute that
receives security tokens and a list
sends to this identity consumer. Thirdly, has persistent variables
containing its own addresses and identity data. The variable
contains the URI of the identity supplier service at , while
constrains the hostname of . The variable
contains the identity of for secure channels, whereas
is the name under
which signs security tokens.
We now describe the state diagram of
depicted in Figure 7. We derived it from the protocol definition of WSFPI
made in [11] and sketched in Figure 1.
is active in Steps
5 to 6 of Figure 1. For brevity, we start with the State
, in which has finished the channel
establishment for a secure channel with another party (presumably a browser), because channel establishment is always equal.
Let
be the identity of this channel. Upon obtaining a
message
at
, the identity supplier tests whether the message
. If so, parses the
string of the
arrived at the correct
request and enters State
. If the parameters
of the request pass the security tests of WSFPI, the identity supplier enters State
. These security tests mainly
control whether
named in the
request belongs to an
identity consumer known in
, and whether the potential
second address
lies in this realm. The identity supplier then
starts the sub-protocol
, which is described in detail in [12].
This sub-protocol handles the user authentication that corresponds
to Step 5.1 in the WSFPI protocol run of Figure 1. Upon a successful user authentication the identity supplier obtains a message
at
with
.
Given that message,
generates and signs a security token
, which contains its own
as issuer identifier,
of the corresponding identity consumer, the user identity
obtained in the user authentication, and attributes of this user
retrieved from a database. The syntax of the signed message, a
SAML token, is abstracted by a function
with a corresponding function
for retrieving the parameters. Then
the identity supplier enters State
. There it selects
the redirect address
from
and
. relies on
function
to test if this address will result in the establishment
message containof a secure channel. If so it issues a
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transmitted in a scripted POST and is the source of information
flow of confidential information in this form such as a security token. The volatile variable
contains an HTML form obtained
message and is related to the persistent variable
in a
.
.
and
are two persistent variables
that hold the browser’s URL and page trail and may potentially flow
to the adversary.
Information Flow. A browser may leak information to the underlying operating system as well as to the servers it communicates
with. We discuss the impact of the browser imperfections introduced in [12] on Browser/POST protocols. When browser issues
a
request, it includes additional information apart from the
. This additional
payload posted within the parameter
information is specified by a function
of the browser
variables
which especially includes the Referer, i.e., the URL
accessed in the preceding HTTP transaction into the
request,
. We
i.e., in the current model
also consider the information that flows to the local browser cache,
i.e., to the persistent variable
. The cache information flows
introduce security and privacy risks to WSFPI in insecure environments such as kiosk scenarios. We capture this imperfection by
letting the adversary query the browser machine for this information: upon a
command at port
, the browser outputs
and
, at
to the
its persistent state, including
adversary. Browser/POST protocols must ensure that servers issuing scripted form POSTs correctly set a
cache directive to
prevent information flow of the security token to the adversary.
Browser Behavior. We describe the behavior of a browser in a
Browser/POST case such as WSFPI and focus on specific parts
most relevant for the concrete protocol. Therefore, we start with
a browser
in State
depicted in Figure 4. In
this state, browser has already established a channel to a server,
sent an HTTP request and now waits for an HTTP response from
a server. This is the case before WSFPI Step 6 of Figure 1. In
WSFPI the identity supplier issues a
message that directs to POST a form to another server. Upon such a message,
.
adds the curthe browser enters the State
rent address to the persistent variable
and upon a negative
statement the form to the persistent variable
.
Then, the browser may close the channel depending on the variable
. The browser issues a message
to
itself in order to trigger the scriped form post.
Upon a
message the browser
starts a new HTTP transaction with the goal to submit the form
in persistent variable
.
to the address specified by
. We depict the start of this flow in Figure 5. Firstly, checks
whether the form data provided by in the variable
match
the given form. Then, checks whether a user notification is necessary because of a channel status change. In our concrete example
of a WSPFI protocol run, the browser came from a secure channel
in Step 6 and is about to open a new secure channel. Therefore,
won’t notify the user machine and enters State
.
If the browser does not hold a secure channel instance to the hostname of
, will enter the State
.
We focus on the case of WSFPI that
will now establish a new secure channel with the machine corresponding
to the address
. We depict this part of the state main Figure 6.
Browser
requests a new sechine of
cure channel from the channel machine
by a message
. Given a successful channel establishment the
browser obtains a message
and enters
State
. Now, issues a
message to the
channel by a message
and
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Figure 4: Request handling phase of an HTTP transaction.
ing the token  {« ¬¡£ over the same secure channel with identifier
¨© . This message corresponds to Step 6 of the WSFPI protocol
run in Figure 1.

5.2 Identity Consumer C
An identity consumer  authenticates a user at a secure channel by means of the WSFPI protocol. We designed the machine 
according to the protocol definition of WSFPI [11]. It has an input port ® 9|{yÔ where it accepts a message Ä-s¯>°y¹R¯{Ç¨©²È . By this
message, a higher-level protocol initiates a single sign-on authentication for the± channel
with identifier ¨© . The identity consumer 
±»º
outputs Ä°Y» ¶¯ Ç¨©¦Ç»Y¬ ÇY- È at out-port ® ®¸¯}{äÕ if a single
sign-on authentication finished successfully.
The persistent variables of  define the federation the identity
consumer is part of. The variable à¦Y¢ { contains the name under which  ’s identity supplier signs security tokens. The variable   is the URL where the identity supplier handles runs of
WSFPI and to which  therefore redirects browsers.  is the
identity consumer’s own URI where it accepts security tokens from
this protocol.
The behavior of  consists of two phases. In the first
phase it initiates a single sign-on protocol run by redirecting
a user’s browser to  ’s identity supplier. This corresponds to
Step 4 of Figure 1 and is of no particular interest here. The
phase in Figure 8 handles the acceptance procedure for a security
Step
²±
± token, ±Yi.e.,
ø
± ±»º 7 of Figure 1. We start with State
Y¸L¹ YÂY°LL
°Y» ¶¯ , in which the identity consumer has accepted the establishment± of± a ± secure channel
with channel identifier

¨© . Upon
±Yø a message Ä¹  ¸µ Ç¨©µÇÁ¥¤ ³Äh¤YhÅ Ç» À§LÇ{ô»Çm~YÈ>È at port
YÂY°LL
®¸¯{yÔ ±¼,» the
± identity
± ± ±»ºconsumer parses the request  À§ and
enters State ¼
¸ s¯ ¹  ¸µ
. Then it runs
a sequence

±
ø º of security
tests prescribed in WSFPI. It enters State Y°¯©¸L¹ µY°  if the signature on the security token  {« ¬¡£ is valid and under the à¦Y¢ {
of its identity supplier. Finally, the identity consumer tests whether
the security token  {« ¬¡£ names its identity supplier as issuer,

whether the identity consumer itself is the audience of the security
token, and whether the user identity Y¬ in the± token
±»º is not empty.
Only then the identity consumer outputs Ä°Y» ¶¯ Ç¨©µÇY¬ÇYY- È
at ® ®¸¯{äÕ .

6. SECURITY OF WSFPI
In this section define the security of the WSFPI single sign-on
protocol. We define the necessary assumptions and identity federation set-up. We present the authenticity theorem.

6.1 Assumptions
We need assumptions about the honesty of certain participants
(including correctness of their software), about the set-up for the
protocol, and about the signature scheme used. Furthermore, we
have to assume that WSFPI is to some extent separated from other
protocols, more precisely, that an identity supplier does not reuse
its signing key for tokens in completely arbitrary other ways. In
classical cryptographic protocol analyses, such separation assumptions are implicit in the definition of the protocol machines, but in
a realistic web services scenario, signing keys are not necessarily
assigned to only one protocol.
Definition 1. (Signature-Related Assumptions) a. The signature
scheme used is secure against adaptive chosen-message attacks [8],
and this property is lifted to the name-based version described here

via secure certification,
i.e., for every correct identity supplier

nobody except can sign any new message ï under à¦Y¢ ¾ .
b. The signature scheme is memory-less or counter-based in the
sense of [1]. 
c. A correct uses the secret key corresponding to à¦Y¢ ¾ in a
way that excludes cross-protocol attacks, i.e., no other application
at uses
this ± key ø toº sign messages that pass the verification in

State Y°¯©¸L¹ µY°  of identity consumer  .2



The exclusion of cross-protocol attacks does not necessarily imply
the the signature key is exclusively used for WSFPI; only that no
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Figure 6: Channel establishment phase of  .
d. Signatures
with± a fixed
public key are of fixed length,
ø±
±
the function Y¯©ÂLÄ-  ¹ »ÄRÇ$RÇ#£È>È does not leak information
about
its parameters
beyond ø± their lengths,
and similarly for
ø±


Y¯©ÂLÄ>Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î Ä»£È>È and Y¯©ÂLÄ>Á¥¤ ³Ä»»£È>È .
We need Part b. in order to use a result from [1] that the signature
scheme is then reactively secure, which essentially means that the
adversary cannot guess signatures that have been made but that it
has not seen. In contrast, normal signature security only considers
forging signatures on messages that the signer has not signed at all.
The WSFPI protocol, like most federated identity management
protocols, assumes that certain information has been exchanged in
advance. In Definition 2 we formulate this as relations about the
persistent variables of users, identity suppliers, and identity consumers. There is no specific protocol for the set-up, and it may
occur for different participants at different times. As set-up for a
identity supplier , they exchange
particular user machine  and
Ñ
login information ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ Æ ô such that  and are the only parties that obtain information about it. Furthermore,  must know a
other SAML assertions with WSFPI-compatible format are signed
with the very same key.



valid server identity
 « à¾ of so that it can verify later that it has a
secure channel to .
As set-up for a federation
between an identity consumer  and

its identity supplier , the identity consumer stores the URI  
at which handles the WSFPI protocol. It receives the certificate
¨{{{- that the identity supplier uses for signing security tokens in
WSFPI, and sets the à¦Y¢ { to the name from this certificate. The
identity supplier stores  of  in its table ½ {¥ ¾ together
with the names of attributes
 Y- à that transfers to  about users.
Finally, we require that and  really own their supposed URIs
and server identities. In practice, this corresponds to correct certification for SSL channels; this is represented by the binding table Àæ of the secure channel machine. This table binds machine
identifiers to certified server identities and host names of security
domains. Formally, the result of the set-up is this:
Definition 2. (WSFPI
Setup Assumptions) We say that a user  ,

an identity supplier , and an identity consumer  fulfill the WSFPI
setup assumptions (at a certain point in time) if± the following holds
for these machines and the channel machine  »YÂY°L :
a. The user’s table  of trusted servers contains an en-
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Figure 7: Main part of the state machine of the identity supplier .
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Figure 8: Main part of state machine of the identity consumer  .
Ò ±

±yÓ

Ñ

try ÄsÅÆYÑ « -Ç« YÇ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ Ç  Y¸L¹ È where ÅÆY« -
ÅÆY«  Ã¾ and
« Y
« ¾ for the host and identity variables of , and
where the identity supplier’s user table ½ {¥ ¾ contains an entry
ÄµäÇ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ È . The user identity   is unique in ½ {¥ ¾ .
b. No otherÑ variables contain information
about ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ .
Ñ
c.  
¾ÜÛ ¨{{{-
¨{{{À¾ (where the left sides are
the right sides variables
of± ). Furthermore,
variablesÑ of  and
±
Ñ
à¦Y¢ ¼¾
Y°L
Î
Ä
{
¨
{
{
Ã¾È and à¦Y¢

{
Y

L
°
Î
Ä ¨{{{-È (and thus
Ñ
also à¦Y¢ {
à¦Y¢ ¼¾ ).
d. The table ½ {¥ ¾ contains an entry ÄpóÇY- à È where
 equals the variable  of  .
e. The address  of  defines a WSFPI security domain,
i.e., incoming messages at all addresses LË É  are treated
3
according to the specification of  or deleted.
±
f. The binding table Àæ of  »YÂY°L contains an entry
Äs¾Ç»« {äÇ©ÅÆY« c{pÈ where Â®ys¯»ÄpÌÈ É ÅÆY« { É « { . Furthermore,  defines a channel © security
domain
of  ©, i.e.,
Àæ
Ñ
©
©
does ©Þ
not
contain another entry Äs Ç»«  Ç»ÅÆY«  È with 
Æ
 and
Ý
ÅÆY« 
ÅÆY«  for any ÅÆY«  É Â®ys¯»ÄpÌÈ .
g. Similarly, Àæ contains an entry Ä Ç©« à¾yÇ©ÅÆY« Ã¾È where
ß

This assumption can be restricted to messages of certain valid
WSFPI formats. It is needed to exclude undesired information flow
from incoming unrecognized messages, because critical messages
may be sent to addresses under  .

Â®ys¯»Äp ¾ÈÊÉ  ÅÆY« À¾ É « ¾ and   defines a channel security domain
of .

 Ñ
We call the identity supplier of  , in formulas
²¬¤p¤¦¡£¥{ { ,
under conditions c. and d.

6.2 Authenticity of Single Sign-on
The property we show is that at the successful end of a WSFPI
protocol run, the identity consumer  has established a secure channel with a specific user  . This is more than entity authentication
of user  , because the authentication is bound to the secure channel. Such binding is important to guarantee that a potential result
in Step 10 of Figure 1 really goes to the identified user and that
potential future requests in this channel come from the same user.
We model the channel binding by the existence
of a secure channel
±
instance ¾Â-àvá in the channel machine  »YÂY°L as specified in [12,
13]. We present the proof in Section 7.
T HEOREM 1 (AUTHENTICITY OF WSFPI).
Let a user  , an

identity
consumer  , its identity supplier and a channel machine
±
 »YÂY°L fulfill the WSFPI setup assumptions (Definition 2).
Let these machines and the user’s browser  be correct, and
let ² be
as in Definition 2. Then if  makes an out± defined
±»º
put Ä°Y» ¶¯ Ç¨©¦ Ç»µäÇY- È ± at ® ®¸¯{äÕ , there existsÑ a secure
channel
instance

Ñ ± ¾Â ø àvá in
±»º  » YÂY°L with ¾Â-àvÑ á{6¨©Ò 
Ó ¨© Û
¾ÂGàvá©R« ¥Ys
s¯>°LÍ ©Â
Û
¾Â-àvá{ÒâY{-à{
¾Ç» Ç unless

an adversary can guess ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ based on a priori knowledge of
its distribution, its length, and the results of previous guessing attempts, which each exclude one potential value.

7.

SECURITY PROOF

To prove Theorem 1 we use Lemmas 1 and 2, which analyze
the information flow in a browser during form posting, Lemmas 3,
which state properties of the channel abstraction, and Lemma 4, the
user authentication lemma from [12].
P ROOF. The proof starts with a successful outcome at the identity consumer  . We show that  must have received a security
token  {« ¬¡£ that was signed by the identity supplier . We proceed to show that only produced this security token in interaction
with the correct user  , and only sent it to  ’s browser  and one
identity consumer over secure channels, without producing further
information flow from the token to other parties and persistent variables. Finally, we show that this identity consumer must have been
our  , in other words that the successful outcome at  is not based
on a replay of the security token from a protocol run with another,
potentially malicious identity consumer.
1. ± First
±»º we prove that if the identity consumer  outputs
Ä°Y» ¶¯
Ç¨©µÇ²äÇYY- È at some
 time vãZãZä , then at some time in the
past vãTå æiç the identity supplier has created and signed a security
token  {« ¬¡£ that vouches for identity   in a WSFPI protocol
run.
± ±»º
If  outputs Ä°Y» ¶¯ Ç¨©¦Ç»²ÇY- È  at time v± ãZãZä inø º the WSFPI
protocol run,  must have been in State Y°¯©¸L¹ µY°  .
Therefore, identity± consumer
 must
have received a well± ±

formed±Yø message Ä¹  ²¸± µ Ç¨©± ¦ÇÁ¥¤ ±Y³ø Äh¤Yh± Å Ç» ±»À§º äÇ ô»Ç#£È>È at port
YÂY°LL
®¸¯{yÔ in State Y¸L¹ ± Y± ÂY°LL
°Y» ¶¯ , and the parsing
Ä²Ç» {« ¬¡£»Ç»¨©6ª¦Èñ ¶Y°y¹1 ¹ Ä À§pÈ was
successful.
±
Furthermore,

set

Ä
¦
à
Y

¢
yÇ
»
¢
È
ñ
¯
s

»
¯

Ä
 {« ¬¡£ È before
State
±»º ±¼» ±
Ñ
è ±Yø£ø
·h®L¹Î
¹ ¸ s¯ andÑ then
validated
that
¦
à
Y

¢
¦
à
Y

¢
{ .
é
This implies that à¦Y¢ ÇÆ
and thus that the signature test was
successful.
Ñ
By the setup assumptions of Definition 2, à¦Y¢ {
à¦Y¢ ó¾ is
derived from the certificate ¨{{{¾ .

Because of the signature-related assumptions of Definition 1,
must have signed message ¢ at some time in the past iãTå æiç . By the
absence of cross-protocol signature key use from the same definition, this must have happened in a WSFPI protocol run, because
±
ø¢ º
is a message that passes the verification in State Y°¯©¸L¹ µY° 
of  (i.e., it is a SAML token with
certain correct parame
ters). The only
{ operation of is in the transition to State
±
Ä· ¸¯©Â ©¸Y»  .4
By the definition of identity consumer  in Section
±
± 5.2, its
assignment
Äh« ± « ¬µ{äø Çº Y¬²Y¥{à¦¨{pÇ»Y¬ ÇY- È ñ
¶Y°y¹1 ¯®P² äÄ¢ È in

State Y°¯©¸LÑ ¹ µY°  indeed gave the value Y¬ that it later output, i.e., Y¬
² .

2. We prove next that must have created the signed token  {« ¬¡£
upon successful execution of a user authentication sub-protocol.
The channel identified as ¨©Ë by this user authentication subprotocol is a secure channel with user ± and its browser  .
The transition
to State Ä· ¸º¯©Â ©± ¸Y»  at time  ãTå æiç is only exe
cuted if obtained a message Ä ® ÇY¨©ËÇ»Y¬²ËhÈ at ¸Y°L¸¯©Â ®¸¯>Ô¾ for
a non-empty registered user identity Y¬Ë and a channel identifier
¨©äË . We name the time of this output êëêrì^í .
î

As we already use idealized secure
channels here, it cannot hap
pen in the secure channel use of either. In practice, this means
that the secure channels must either use separate keys or a similar
cross-protocol key use assumption must be made for them.

±



In State Ä· ¸¯©Â ©¸Y»  , identity supplier puts the user identity Y¬²Ë obtained from the output of the user authentication
into
±
±
the message ¢ within token  {« ¬¡£ with
the
function



¯
P²
®
±
±
±
± .
By the correspondence of the functions   ¯®P²  and ¶Y°y¹1Ñ  ¯®P² Ñ 
and by the last part of Step 1. of this proof we obtain Y¬µË
Y¬
² .
By Definition 2, the user identity  is unique in the identity
supplier’s metadata table ½ {¥ ¾ , and the only other variable with
information about the corresponding login information ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ is
¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ at  .
We now use the user authenticationº lemma,
Lemma 4: That iden±
tity supplier receives a message Ä ® Ç¨© Ë Ç»µpÈ at  êëêrì^í implies that the sub-protocol ¸Y°L¸¯©Â was executed successfully, where
¨©äË is the identifier of a secure channel and the partner machine at
this channel is the browser  of the user  with identity ¦ , unless an adversary can guess ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ based on a priori knowledge
of its distribution, its length, and the results of previous guessing
attempts,
 which each exclude one potential value.
±
Let ¾Â-à be the secure channel instance in   »YÂY°L with chanÑ
ã
nel
Ò identifier
¦Ó
 ¨©Ë . Then the Ñ result
ø ± in formulas
± is ± ¾Â à ã ÒâY{-à{
¾Ç
and ¾Â-à 6¨{Å -§{¤²
  ¯ °L¸¯©Â  Y¸L¹ .
ã

3. We now prove that the identity supplier , after producing the
token  {« ¬¡£ , only sends it to the± given browser  in a POSTForm message ¤!¬ that it inputs to  »YÂY°L , and does not produce
any other information flow from  {« ¬¡£ to other parties or its own
persistent variables.

generates the security token  {« ¬¡£ in State
±¼When
»
± ±»º
¼
¸ s¯
± Ä· ¸± ¯©Â , it immediately packages it as a result
 {« ñ
  ¹ Äh{p9LyäÇ» {« ¬¡£©Ç¨©6ª¦È . The only reuse
of  {« ¬¡£ or  {« before the transaction ends and thus these
volatile
disappear,
 variables
±
Ð

± is in the  transition to the final
stateÑ ¸Y»   Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î  ¯ . Here
generates a message
¤!¬

Á¥¤

³¦Y®L¹Î ÄÂ®ys¯»Äh¤pYpÈ{Ç» ¶Y°¯©ÂLÄh¤pYpÈ{Ç» {«yÇ ³¼¾ ¦
ª Ç{³¼¾ ²
ª È

and sends it through the channel ¾Â à designated by the identifier
ã
¨©äË obtained from ¸Y°L¸¯©Â .
Within ¤!¬ , the address ¤pY for later posting of the form is set
to - >y¡£¢ or  ¥¤¦±¼¡£§ » . In
± the± latter
± ±»º case,  ¥¤¦¡£§ É - >y¡£¢ holds
Ñ
by a test inÑ State ¼
¸ s¯ ¹  ¸µ
. The test ½ {¥ ¾pá>
- >y¡£¢ ã Æ ô in the same state implies that -  >y¡£¢ is the security domain of an identity consumer known to . (However, we
have not yet shown that it is  , nor have we assumed that other
identity
consumers
±
Ñ
± are± correct.) Furthermore, the preceding test
{¯´L¶ Äh¤pYpÈ
 Y¸L¹ ensures that a secure channel will be used
later to post the form.
4. We now consider± the information flow of  {« ¬¡£ from ¤!¬ in the
channel machine  »YÂY°L .
By Lemma 3, the only information
flow from ¤!¬ that can happen

in the secure channel instance ¾Â,à is thatø± ¤!¬ is delivered unmodã
ified to  , and that the adversary · learns Y¯©øÂL± Äh¤!¬È .
With this information, · can at most derive Y¯©ÂLÄ {« ¬¡£ È as
information about our protected variable by a signature-related assumption from Definition 1. By another assumption from that definition, this does not give · any information about the signature
proper in  {« ¬¡£ because the length of that is known in advance.
5. We now show that the browser  only posts the form within
¤!¬ over a secure channel, and that no other information flow from
 {« ¬¡£ to other parties or persistent variables takes place in  .
State inspection shows that
±  only
± accepts a message ¤!¬ from
a channel
in State
·¾°pD¯ ¹ ©¶y®
, and then proceeds
±

± ± to ± State
·{¯{¸µ
¦Y®L¹Î
Á¥¤ ³ . (Channel outputs
of
the
form

Ä
¹
 ¸µ Ç#RÇ#£È
±
±
are only handled
in
State
·¾°pD¯ ¼
©

y
¶

®



.
Only
two
input
types

match the Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î parameter, and the other has a condition that

the message is not parsable, while ¤!¬ is.)
In the remainder of this transaction
of  , the only information

flow from the form  {«Þ in the Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î message ¤!¬ is to the
{¬äà .¬»ÆY{¢ . This follows from Lemma 1,
persistent variable ¤µ
where our  {« is the parameter À§©¬µ{{§ .
At the end of this transaction, the browser initiates a new
HTTP transaction where it posts the obtained form. It does
±Yø this
by outputting a message±»º Ä-©¸LÍLÎóD¯ ·h®L¹Î Ç»¦Ç ô»Ç»>äÈ to  ·%÷äÕ in
and clocking the corresponding clock
State ³À¹6°L>°Y{Ñ¯{® ¹p©Â
port. Here >
ÄÂ®ys¯»Äh¤pYpÈ{Ç»¶Y°¯©ÂLÄh¤pYpÈ>È .
such a message Ä-©¸LÍLÎóD¯ ·h®L¹Î Ç»µÇ ô»Ç>äÈ at
±Yø Upon receiving

 ·¥÷pÔ in State ¯>°y¹R¯ , the only information flow in the browser 
Þ
from the initial value of ¤µ
{¬äà .¬»ÆY{¢ to other parties and perÞ
sistent
variables (including± the
{¬äà ±Y
.¬»ø ÆY{¢ ) is to
±
º final value of ¤µ
 »YÂY°L Ñ by a message
Ä
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9u÷pÕ with

Þ
Þ
¤ÆY« 
Á¥¤ ³Ä¶Y°¯©ÂLÄ>äÈ{Ç¤µ
{¬äàÀC¬»ÆY{¢ Ç ô»ÑÇ¤µ
{¬äàÀ6pYpÈ ,
where ¨{Å Ñ is a± channel
variable with ¨{Å9ÅÆY« 
Â®ys¯Ä>äÈ and
±
¨{Å R-§{¤² ±  Y¸LÑ ¹ . Here
we
applied
Lemma
2;
this
is possible
±
Ñ
±
±
since {¯´L¶ Ä>äÈ
{¯´L¶ Äh¤pYpÈ
 Y¸L¹ by Step 3.
6. We show next that  is the channel partner of  in this POST
transaction. We first show that the redirect address ¤pY is indeed
an address of  , and then that consequently the secure channel instance used has the correct channel partners. Informally this means
that the key and address bindings using SSL certificates and our
setup assumptions about security domains are sufficient.

When producing the token  {« ¬¡£ , the identity supplier
used ±¼- » >y± ¡£¢ ±»º as the Y¬²Y¥{à¦¨{ parameter. (This happened in
State
¼ ± ¸ s¯
Ä· ¸¯©Â as the second parameter of the function
±
  ¯®P
the token  {« ¬¡£ Ñ at time ãZãZä , its tests in
 ²  .) As±  accepts
ø º
State Y°¯©¸L¹ µY°  imply that
 . With Step 3.
Ñ Y¬²Y¥{à¦¨{
this implies ¤pY±  ºÉ - >y¡£¢
 .
±
The input Ä-  Ç¨{Å6¨©¦Ç ¤ÆY« {È is only
 handled Ñ in  »YÂY°L if
there is a channel
¾Â àvá with ¾ÂGàvá©6¨© 
¨{Å6¨© and
ø ±»instance
º
Ñ
in State ªäÑ s¯>°LÍ ©Â . By Lemma
3, thisÑ implies
¾Â àvá{± 9ÅÆY« ± 

ø ±
Â®ys¯Ä>äÈ
Â®ys¯»Äh¤pYpÈ and ¾ÂGàvá{R-§{¤²
  ¯ °L¸ø ¯©Â ±» º Y¸L¹ .
A secure channel instance only enters State ªäs¯>°LÍ ©Â
if there
exists a binding Ä>¼ÀÇ»{¦Ç©ÅÆY« sËÈóÃ Àæ with ¾Â-àvá{9ÅÆY«  É ÅÆY« sË ,
i.e., with Â®ys¯»Äh¤pYpÈòÉ ÅÆY« sË . By the
Ñ setup assumptions (DefÄs¾Ç»« {äÇ©ÅÆY« {pÈ Ã Àæ
inition 2 f.), there exists a ï©hà¦Yhà« {
with Â®ys¯»ÄpÌÈÉ ÅÆY« { and thus indeed Â®ys¯Äh¤pYpÈÉ ÅÆY« }{ .
Hence this binding matches.
Still
by
Definition
2© Ñ f., Àæ contains
no other binding
©
©
©
©ðÝ
Äs Ç»«  Ç©ÅÆY«  È with 
Æ
 and ÅÆY« 
Â®ys¯»Äh¤pYpÈ because
Â®ys¯Äh¤pYyÈ lies in the security domain defined
by  .

Hence the secure channel instance
¾

(àvá uses the binding
Â
±
±¼» ±
 ï©hà¦Yhà« { , and the
Ñ Ò test in
Ó State °Y» ¶¯ ¹ ¸ s¯ guarantees that
¾Â-àvá{ÒâY{-à{
¾Ç» .
7. We show next that no information about  {« ¬¡£ leaks to other
parties or persistent variables from the secure channel.
According to Lemma 3, the only information flow from
message
± ± ± ¤ÆY«  (recall the last part of Step 5.) is an output
øÄ± ¹  ¸µ Ç¨{Å6¨©¦Ç¤ÆY« {È to  , and that the adversary · learns
Y¯©ÂLÄh¤ÆY« {È . With the signature-related assumptions (DefinitionÞ 1) this implies
Ñ that · learns at most the length of the parameter
¤µ
{¬äà¾C¬»ÆY{¢
 {« within ¤ÆY«  and of  {« ¬¡£ in  {« . As in
Step 4., this yields no information about the signature proper, which
is the only part whose information flow interests us.
8. As the final information flow step we show that the identity
consumer  does not produce information flow from the signature
in  {« ¬¡£ to other parties.
± ± ±
 only accepts
Ç>¤ÆY«  È in theÑ transi±¼» ±a message
± ± ±»º Ä¹  ¸µ Ç¨{Å6¨©¦
Þ
tion to State ¼
¸ s¯ ¹  ¸µ
. The part ¤µ
{¬äà¾C¬»ÆY{¢
 {« is

put into the volatile variable  À§ , which is immediately parsed into
Ä²Ç» {« ¬¡£»Ç»¨©6ª¦È and never
accessed
±»º again.
±¼» ±
è ±Yø£ø
In the transition to State
·h®L¹Î
¹ ¸ s¯ , the identity consumer tests the signature of  {« ¬¡£ and projects the result to
Äà¦Y¢ yÇ»¢ È . Afterwards  {« ¬¡£ itself is no longer accessed.
Hence there is no further information flow from the signature
proper, and the fact that the signature is valid is known beforehand.
9. We have now seen
 that the only information flow from  {« ¬¡£
after its creation by at time ãTå æiç is via correct parties to the identity consumer, who keeps the contained signature secret. Hence
the adversary has only a negligible probability of guessing this
signature. Here we use the result from [1] that memory-less and
counter-based signature schemes are also reactively secure, and our
signature-related assumptions (Definition 1).
Hence  ’s acceptance of the security token  {« ¬¡£ at
time
± ±  ãZ± ãZä must happen as a direct consequence of receiving
Ä¹  ¸µ ÇY¨{Å6Ñ ¨©¦Ç¤ÆY« {È as described in Part 8. In particular, this
implies ¨©
 ¨{Å 6¨© (where ¨© is the channel identifier in  ’s
output). Hence ¾Â àvá fulfills all the conditions of the theorem.
This finishes our proof.
The full proof for the lemmas that we used is part of the long version of this paper [13]. Firstly, we present two lemmas
 about the
information flow in a browser while receiving a Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î response from a server, and while POSTing the corresponding form
in the next HTTP transaction. Secondly, we prove specific properties of our secure channel abstraction. Thirdly, we repeat the user
authentication lemma from [12], which we use for the underlying
user authentication at the identity
supplier . The authentication

server occurring in it is called in the original, but in our context
it corresponds to a submodule used by the machine .


L EMMA 1. (Browser information flow from a Á¥¤ ³¦Y®L¹Î
response)
If a correct
browser  accepts an input message
± ± ±

Ä¹ 

¸µ

ÇY±Y¨©ø µÇÁ¥¤

³¦Y®L¹Î Ä>pYäÇ»¥¤YhÅ ÇÀ§©¬µ{{§¦Ç¨»¡RÆY«»yÇ{³¼¾ ²
ª È>È

at YÂY°LL
®¸¯{÷yÔ , then at most the following information flow
takes place from this message to other parties or persistent
variables of  before the transaction end, and thus the deletion of
the volatile variables:
(a) Direct to  : À§©¬µ{{§ to the persistent
Þ
variable
µ
¤

{

ä
¬
à
.
¬»ÆY{¢
. (b) Direct to  : >pY and ¥¤YhÅ to
±Yø
 ·¥÷äÕ . (c) Indirect: ¨»¡RÆY«» to the adversary.
L EMMA 2. (Browser information flow while POSTing a form)
Let  be a correct browser that accepts
an input ± message
±Yø
Ñ
Ä-±©¸LÍLÎó
D

¯
h
·
L
®

¹
Î
»
Ç




µ

°¬»ÆY{¢
Ç
h

à

Ç
>

ä

È
at

¥
·
y
÷
Ô
where
{¯´L¶ Ä>äÈ
±
Ñ
Þ
 Y¸L¹ and ¤µ
{¬äà¾C¬»ÆY{¢
Æ
ô (i.e., a form was indeed obtained
from
the
partner).
Then
the only information flow from
Þ
¤µ
{¬äà¾C¬»ÆY{¢ ± toº other parties or persistent
variables of Ñ 
±Yø
is an
output
Ä



Ç
{
¨

Å
6

©
¨


¦

>
Ç

¤
Y
Æ
«

È
at
Y

Y
Â
L
°
L
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p

L
÷
Õ with ¤ÆY« 

Þ
Þ
Á¥¤ ³Ä¶Y°¯©ÂLÄ>äÈ{Ç¤µ
{¬äà¾C¬»ÆY{¢ Ç ô»Ñ Ç¤µ
{¬äàÀ6pYpÈ{Ç where ¨{Å Ñ is
a± channel
variable with ¨{Å 9ÅÆY« 
Â®ys¯»Ä>äÈ and ¨{Å R-§{¤²
±
 Y¸L¹ .


L EMMA 3. (Information flow in secure± channels) Let
¾Â beÑ a

channel
instance
of± the channel
machine Ñ  »Ò YÂY°L Ó with ¾ÂpR-§{¤² Ð£Ñ
ø ±
±

  ¯ °L¸¯©Â  Y¸L¹ ± and ¾ÂpÒâY{-à{{«
Á ± Çòñ º , and let ¨©
¾Âp6¨© . Then if  »YÂY°L obtains an input Ä-  Ç¨©¦Ç>ïòÈ from
Á ,

the only possible information flow from ± ï ± to ± other parties or ¾Â ’s
own persistent variables
is an output Ä¹  ¸µ ÇY¨©µÇ>ïòÈ to ñ and an
ø±
output containing Y¯©ÂLÄ-ïòÈ to the adversary · .
Consistency of channel parameters:
If a correct browser con±
tains a channel variable
{
¨
Å
and

»

Y

Y
Â
L
°
  contains a channel
in
Ñ
Ñ
stance
¾Â withÑ ¾ÂL6¨©
¨{Å6¨© , then ¾Âp6¨{Å -§{¤²
¨{ÅR-§{¤²

and ¾Âp9ÅÆY« 
¨{Å 9ÅÆY«  .

L EMMA 4. (User Authentication)
Let a correct user machine

 and authentication server Ë be given that have performed setup

according to Section 6.2 of [12] at some time with the
 user identity
µ
let the user’s browser  be correct. Then Ë only outputs
º  , and
±
Ä ® Ç¨©¦Ç»²LÈ at ¸Y°L¸¯©Â ®¸¯ ¾ó Õ if ¨© is the identifier of a secure
channel, and the partner machine at this channel is the browser 
of the given user  , unless an adversary can guess ¡RÆ«Yhà Yö¸¾ based
on a priori knowledge of its distribution, its length, and the results
of previous guessing attempts, which each exclude one potential
value.

8.

CONCLUSION

We have devised a rigorous security proof for the WS-Federation
Passive Requestor Interop protocol (WSFPI) based on a general
browser model. In contrast to an earlier approach at such a security proof, we used a detailed and reusable model for user and
browser instead of top-down assumptions about these parties. This
proof based on a browser model is the first one of that kind for
browser-based identity federation protocols. This work also constitutes the first proof of a larger real world system in the browser
model. Although we shaped protocol and browser models closely
to real WS-Federation Passive Requestor deployments, real environments will not always fulfill our assumption that the signature
keys will exclusively be used for signing WSFPI tokens. Developers should be aware of the risks of protocol interference attacks
mountable in such a scenario. As future work, we intend to analyze other browser-based FIM protocols with a similar technique.
Protocols that do not rely on the POST message and use a random
number as reference to security tokens, a so called artifact, are of
special interest there.

9.
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